XBRL for Adaptive
Adaptive Insights enables a complete

AUTOMATION WITH ADAPTIVE
OFFICECONNECT

close to disclose solution that helps you
streamline your process, from consolidated
financials, to published financial results.

Optimize Your Reporting
Process from Close to Disclose
Adaptive Insights helps you take control of your disclosure
process and create and submit your entire filing package
for ease of use, efficiency, and clarity. You can create
reports without the worries of broken links and struggles of
manual data aggregation, with data sourced directly from
Adaptive Consolidation, and then convert your reports to
filed financials using Vintage with simplicity and ease.

COMPLETE CLOSE MANAGEMENT
Consolidate your financials accurately and efficiently
with Adaptive Consolidation’s real-time modeling engine.
There are no batch jobs or processes to run, so you can
accelerate your close and increase productivity and
collaboration across your team. With automated currency
exchange, allocations, eliminations, reclassifications,
minority interest, journal entries, and audit trails, Adaptive
Consolidation is a comprehensive solution to meet all of
your consolidation needs.
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIALS

Adaptive OfficeConnect, part of the Adaptive Suite, makes
it incredibly easy to prepare financial results for filing. With
Adaptive OfficeConnect, your data is always up to date
and dynamically linked to your filing package and Adaptive
Consolidation. Linking data between documents enables
automatic updates when you refresh, so you no longer
have to scour multiple files and verify that numbers are
correct. Since all data can be updated at once, you can
make last minute changes with confidence right up to the
filing deadline.

LAST MILE SUPPORT FROM VINTAGE
Adaptive Insights has partnered with Vintage, an industry
leading printer, to enable the last mile of the close to
disclose process. Vintage provides complete disclosure
management, from XBRL tagging, to filings, to EDGAR
HTML submissions, all integrated with Adaptive.
With years of experience and thousands of clients, Vintage
meets your compliance needs and supports you during
your quarterly and annual filings. The process is faster
and more efficient – update a number in Adaptive, and
that number flows through all reports and disclosure
documents, taking the pain out of the process.

XBRL PREPARATION

FILING & PUBLICATION
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